




Now that you know all the letters of the combination, 
all you have to do is work out which order they go in. 
You know that the Headmaster's letter is always first, 
but as for the other three .. . you'll just have to try 
the various possibilities. Find a clean blackboard and 
write out a combination. 

Rush back to the staffroom and jump up to reach the 
safe with your hand . If nothing happens, then the 
combination must be wrong, so you'd better find 
another clean blackboard and try a different one. 

With the safe open, your troubles still aren't over, 
as the flashing shields are rather a giveaway. 
To stop them flashing , you now have to hit all of 
them again . 

Done it? Congratulations! You are now allowed, 
along with all your friends, to move on to the next 
class at school. But remember, there will be reports 
attheendofthisterm ... 

School Rules 
Boys shall attend lessons as shown in the timetable 
at the bottom of the screen. (Remember that because 
you cheated in the exams last year, you always go to 
the same lessons as the swot.) 

Boys do not score points by attending lessons, but may 
be given lines if caught in the wrong place. 

Boys who acquire over 10,000 lines shall be expelled 
immediately from the school. 

Boys are not allowed to enter the staffroom or the 
Headmaster's study. Take care. 

At playtime, boys are supposed to be playing and not 
in any of the classrooms. 

Boys shall not hittheir schoolmates. 

Boys shall not fire catapults. 

Boys are expected to walk quietly in the corridors
they are not for running or sitting in . 

School dinners are compulsory. 

Boys will be neat and polite at all times. 

The Keys 
0 Left. 
P Right. 
Q Upstairs in the direction you are moving. 
A downstairs in the direction you are moving . 

(lfiSHIFT is pressed at the same time as O. P. Q or 
A this will result in fast movement in that direction.) 

Or Joystick l'Ort 2 

Other keys to perform specific actions are: 
S Sit/stand. 
H Hit . 
W Write (to end, press RETURN) . 
F Fire. 
J or L Jump or leap. 

Scoring 
Hitting the shields- score depends on difficulty. 
Hitting all 15 shields- scores a bonus. 
Opening the safe after getting the combination
scores a bonus. 
Hitting the shields after opening the saf~ore 
depends on difficulty. 
Lines given to the swot or bully- their lines add to 
your score. 
Hitting the bully by punching him or with a catapult 
-if you dare! 

Loading lnstructions:
Press SHIFT and RUN/STOP 
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